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The rapid growth of world energetic demand and the progressive decrease fossil fuels 
availability are strong issues that faces industrial combustion sector, which has to develop 
new technologies turned towards alternative fuels and high thermal efficiency. Low net 
calorific values (NCV) of some alternative fuels have strong effects on flame stability and 
can limit their use in industrial process. Our previous study of oxycombustion of blast 
furnace gas - which NCV is one order of magnitude lower than natural gas - with a quadri-
coaxial burner has shown the necessity of the use of a high NCV gas (such as coke oven 
gas or natural gas) for the flame stabilisation at ambient temperature. The present work 
aims at considering the possibility of low NCV fuel or/and oxygen preheating first, to 
increase thermal efficiency by heat recovery and second, to ensure oxyfuel flame 
stabilisation without any high NCV fuel This study is performed in the framework of the 
CALOHRY project assembling Air Liquide (project coordinator), CMI GreenLine and 
CORIA laboratory, with the financial support of ANR (French National Agency of 
Research).  
This communication presents the first step of this work consisting in thermochemical 
calculations of major flame properties of low NCV oxyfuel flame without or with reactants 
preheating. A fuel composition of (5% H2 - 23% CO - 23% CO2 - 49% N2) for a NCV of 
0.95 kWh/m3(n) is chosen as low NCV fuel reference. Two fundamental flame 
configurations are simulated with the COSILAB software: a fully premixed 1D flame for 
the determination of adiabatic temperature and premixed flame speed and a counterflow 
diffusion flame for the determination of extinction strain rates. As no detailed reaction 
mechanism fully validated in our specific operating conditions consisting in preheated low 
NCV oxyfuel combustion has been found, different chemical schemes are first tested and 
compared: GRI-Mech 3 initially developed for natural gas combustion, and other reaction 
mechanisms particularly constructed for syngas (CO-H2 mixtures). A few differences are 
observed but similar evolutions are obtained for all schemes when increasing initial 
reactants temperature Tpr. The potential of reactants preheating to enhance low NCV 
oxyfuel flame stabilisation is evaluated by comparison of flame properties with 
oxycombustion at ambient temperature of low NCV - high NCV fuels mixtures with 
different compositions. As far as the flame speed is concerned, a reactant preheating at 
250°C gives similar value as a (10% high NCV - 90% low NCV) mixture, whereas the 
flame speed with Tpr = 500°C corresponds to a (70% high NCV - 30% low NCV) mixture. 
In the counterflow diffusion flame configuration at ambient temperature, the extinction 
strain rate of the low NCV oxyflame is only half of the one of a reference CH4 - air flame. 
Preheating of low NCV fuel and oxygen on both sides of the diffusion flame increases its 
extinction strain rate beyond the CH4 - air flame. 
These results will be used as guidelines for the design of a laboratory-scale low NCV 
oxyfuel burner associated to preheating systems of gaseous fuel and oxygen that will be 
experimentally studied in a combustion facility. 
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